
Appendix 1a. Kuala Lumpur 2018 Catalyst Project 

Zero Touch Marketplace Integration  

Scope 

In this project dynamic payloads allow suppliers to model products and services in their catalog’s then 
publish for consumption through TMForum Open APIs. To complete Zero IT Partner Integration, we 
needed to enhance support for the BUYER side so that a BUYER can connect and authenticate with a 
new SUPPLIER, discover offers the SUPPLIER has available for them and go through a run-time journey 
to qualify, order and manage services sourced from the SUPPLIER.  

Application of TMForum Assets 

We have extended TMForum assets in a range of areas to achieve the ZTP (Zero Touch Partnering) 
outcome for this project. 

1. A standardised approach to authentication and authorisation was required to support ZTP. We 
recommend the adoption of OAuth 2.0 as detailed in Appendix ZTP OAuth Implementation 

2. Offering Qualification TMF679  
a. Added a synchronous method to the API. An instant response was required to deliver a 

seamless outcome for automated cases. 
b. Added a wildcard Offering Request – leave it blank to get everything. 

3. Product Catalog Management TMF620 
a. Added support for Collection Characteristics as contributed in the 2014 Service Bundling 

in a B2B Marketplace Catalyst Project 
b. Associated locations to product specifications – extension to TMF API Resource/data 

model 
4. Product Order Management TMF622 

a. Accommodate Order Specification so we can have characteristics which do not persist 
beyond the order lifecycle. Also supporting dynamically assigned state-lifecycle and 
process. 

b. Order specifications provide structure and governance around different orders, 
currently the TMForum API have unmanaged string to specify types of orders. With an 
order specification you can have structured order types like new, change, terminate, 
move, transfer etc.  

5. Capturing Partner Information using an “Engaged Party” Specification 
a. Engaged Party information needs to be configurable and extensible. We have 

introduced the concept of a partner registry within the BUYER system where the 
register entities are specification instances. 

  



Solution Context 

As depicted in the Solution Context diagram, we are focusing on 2 domains, BUYER and SUPPLIER. 
BUYER domain has Telflow as their order management system, and Telflow Portal where customers can 
login and order products themselves. SUPPLIER domain (in this case Sinefa) uses another instance of 
Telflow for their order management system, and this system integrates with Sinefa Cloud to register and 
activate Sinefa services.  

To achieve the objective of Zero Touch Markeplace, we used 3 TMF Open API Specification for B2B 
integration between BUYER and SUPPLIER, as follows: 

• TMF679 Offering Qualification, to discovers qualified offerings that SUPPLIER offers to BUYER. 

• TMF620 Product Catalog Management, to retrieve details of Offering and Specification fom 
SUPPLIER and import it to BUYER’s catalog. 

• TMF622 Product Order Management, to order the services from SUPPLIER. 

 

Solution Context Diagram 

In this specific demo, we are using IPVPN Solution as an example scenario. IPVPN Solution bundle 
includes IPVPN Core deployed in Head Office, with multiple IPVPN Access in Branch Sites. IPVPN Access 
requires 2 services, Fibre Physical Access and Probe. To deliver complete IPVPN Solution, BUYER will 
need to onboard a new SUPPLIER (in this case Sinefa) to buy the Probe service from them.  

  



User Journey 

This solution includes design-time where BUYER users prepare and define a bundle offering and publish 
it to Customers, and run-time journey where Customer users login to the portal, order the bundle 
products themselves and order go through workflow into completion.  

 

 

User Journey Diagram 

Design-time journey starts with BUYER user (probably IT staff) registers a new SUPPLIER in BUYER 
system (portal.demo), by capturing the following information: 

• Partner ID, 

• Partner Name, 

• Endpoint Name,  

• Endpoint URL,  

• Interface Specification, agreed interface specifications to be used during integration, such as 
TMF API v3.0, 

• Configuration Details, any configuration information required during integration. 

Once a new SUPPLIER registered, a “Discover Partner Services” job can be run by schedule or ad-hoc. 
The job will discover qualified offerings (TMF679) from SUPPLIER catalog, and retrieve the detail of 
service specification (TMF620), then import the specification and offering into the BUYER’s catalog. 
Product Owner of BUYER can then define a bundle offering with composition of one or multiple 
SUPPLIER services. When bundle offering completed, he then can add the offering into their catalog, so 
it’s ready for their Customers to order. 

Run-time journey starts with Customer users login into Telflow Portal of BUYER system and order the 
bundle products. To do this, Customer users can create a Sales Order and add multiple products (line 
items) they would like to buy into the Sales Order. Once all required line items added, Customer can 



generate and download the quote from the portal. When they approve the quote, all the added line 
items will be submitted and provisioning process for each line item will be started. 

During provisioning process, a B2B message (TMF622) will be sent from BUYER to respective SUPPLIER 
to order the required supplier’s service. When service has been succesfully ordered in SUPPLIER system, 
SUPPLIER might go through their own provisioning process. In this solution, our SUPPLIER system 
(sinefa.demo) has integrated with Sinefa Cloud (app.sinefa.com) to send a request to register and 
subscribe/activate the Probe. Once the service activated, the status update notification will be sent back 
from SUPPLIER to BUYER. 

In BUYER system, once it’s received completion status update from SUPPLIER, it will then auto complete 
the line item. When all line items are completed, Sales Order will be completed as well, inventories will 
be activated and billing system will be notified. 

 

User Journey Step-by-Step 

In this section, we will describe the step-by-step of user journey includes screenshots to help providing a 
better understanding about the solution.  

Design Time 

 

 

  



Step 1 Onboard New SUPPLIER into PARTNER REGISTRY 

  

Step 2 Discover Offerings/Services from SUPPLIER & Import into BUYER CATALOG (TMF679 & TMF620) 

 



Step 3 Package/Bundle Offering 

 

Step 4 Publish Offering 

 

 

  



Run Time 

 

Step 1 Create Sales Order &  Add Line Items 

 

 



Step 2 Generate Quote 

 

Step 3 Submit & Provision Order (TMF622) 

 



 

 
 

 
  



Step 4 Activate Service 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



Step 5 Inventory Activated 

 

 

 


